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Abstract
The fluid flow and heat transfer in lid-driven enclosures filled with
Cu-water nanofluid is numerically investigated. The moving vertical
walls of the enclosure are maintained in a constant temperature,
while the horizontal walls are insulated. The hybrid scheme is used
to discretize the convection terms and SIMPLER algorithm is
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adopted to couple the velocity field and pressure in the momentum
equations. The effect of moving direction of walls on mixed

Aspect ratio

convection is studied for various Ri numbers, aspect ratios and
volume fractions of nanoparticles. For this purpose, vertical walls
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are moved in two directions: one, force convection aids to free
convection and two, it interacts to free convection. It is observed that
the direction of moving wall mainly affected the flow field,
temperature gradient and heat transfer. In addition, by increasing the
volume fraction of nanoparticles, the variation of average Nusselt
number on the hot wall, as an index of heat transfer rate, is linear in
two cases.
2012 JNS All rights reserved

1. Introduction

exchangers, heating and cooling equipment. But,
low thermal properties of working fluids are a main

Convection heat transfer is a chiefly applicable
method regarding to engineering systems such as

limitation. Suspending different types of small
solid particles in conventional fluids is a functional

electronic

means of improving the heat transfer performance

equipment,

solar

collectors,

heat
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of common fluids which have low thermal

convection in a lid-driven enclosure using a

properties. The dispersed particles in a base fluid
called nanofluid are first used by Choi [1].

working nanofluid.
Luo and Yang [4] presented a continuation

Nomenclature
Ar
Aspect ratio
g

method to calculate flow field with and without
heat transfer in a two-sided lid-driven enclosure
X, Y Dimensionless of
Cartesian
coordinates
Greek symbols

with an aspect ratio of 1.96. The top and bottom
lids of the enclosure move in opposite directions.

α

fluid of Pr = 1 using the Galerkin weighted residual
method. They showed that heat transfer
characteristics of flow are increased for low values
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s
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Among the numerous geometry studied in the heat
transfer of nanofluids, the lid-driven enclosure has
been a subject of interest in recent years due to its
applications especially those related to lubrication
technologies, electronic cooling, food processing
and nuclear reactors [2-3]. Thus, many studies
have been performed to investigate natural

Al-Amiri et al [5] simulated steady mixed
convection in a square lid-driven enclosure for a

of the Richardson numbers due to the mechanical
induced effect of the moving lid. Ghasemi and
Aminossadati [6] investigated mixed convection in
a lid-driven triangular enclosure filled with a
water-Al2O3 nanofluid. The effects of parameters
such as Richardson number, solid volume fraction
and the direction of the sliding wall motion were
studied. It was indicated that the downward wall
motion leads to a stronger vortexes within the
enclosure and a higher heat transfer rate. Talebi et
al. [7] numerically studied mixed convection in a
square lid-driven enclosure using a copper-water
nanofluid. The Reynolds number was varied
between 1 and 100 and the solid volume fraction
between 0 and 0.05. It is found that the effect of
volume fraction on the flow pattern and thermal
behavior is more noticeable at a higher Rayleigh
number.They also concluded that the effect of
volume fraction variation decreases with increasing
Reynolds number. Mansour et al. [8] investigated
mixed convection flows in a partially heated liddriven square enclosure utilizing nanofluids.
According to their results, adding alumina
nanoparticles (Al2O3) to the base fluid (water)
gives larger values of Nusselt number, while
adding titanium oxide nanoparticles (TiO2) to the
base fluid gives smaller values of Nusselt number.
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Abu-Nada and Chamkha [9] studied steady laminar

of the nanofluid are considered to be constant

mixed convection flow in a lid-driven inclined
square enclosure filled with water-Al2O3 nanofluid.

except the density which varies according to the
Boussinesq approximation.

They surveyed the effects of the presence of
nanoparticles and enclosure inclination angle on

Under the above assumptions, the steady-state
two-dimensional governing equations are:

the flow and heat transfer. They found that heat
transfer is accentuated by inclination of the

Continuity equation:

enclosure at moderate and large Richardson
numbers.
In this study, a lid-driven enclosure is
considered to investigate mixed convection. The
vertical isothermal walls are slid in two directions:

0

(1)

x-momentum equation:

1

one, forced convection aids free convection and
two, forced convection interacts with free
convection. Streamlines, isotherms and heat
transfer are investigated in several aspect ratios of

(2)
y-momentum equation:
1

the enclosure for pure water and Cu-water
nanofluid.

1

2. Physical model and governing equations

(3)

A schematic diagram of the enclosure with
coordinate system and boundary conditions is

Energy equation:

shown in Fig. 1. The vertical lids have different
constant temperatures. The horizontal walls are

u

assumed to be insulated. Two different cases are
considered as shown in the figure. In case I, the left

Where

wall (cold wall) is moving up, while the right wall
(hot wall) is moving down. In case II, the left wall
is moving down while the right wall is moving

α

T

T

v

α

T

T

(4)

k
ρc

upwards. The moving walls have the same velocity
in two cases. The gravitational force direction is

and the effective viscosity of nanofluid as given by Brinkman
[10] is:

parallel to the moving walls.
The enclosure is filled with a Newtonian

µ

nanofluid. The nanoparticles are assumed to have
uniform shape and size. Also, it is assumed that
both the fluid phase and nanoparticles are in the
thermal equilibrium state and flow with the same
velocity in laminar regime. The physical properties

µ

(5)

.

The effective density of nanofluid at reference
temperature is:

ρ

1

φ ρ

φρ

(6)
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and the specific heat capacity of nanofluid is:

ρβ

1

ρc

φ ρβ

1

y-momentum equation:

φ ρβ

φ ρc

(7)

φ ρc

(8)

as given by Xuan and Li [11]. Here, φ is the
volume fraction of nanoparticles, and the
subscripts f, nf and s stand for base fluid, nanofluid
and solid, respectively.
The effective thermal conductivity of a fluid can be
determined
by
Maxwell-Garnett’s
[12]
approximation model. For the two-component
spherical-particle suspension, the model gives:
2k
2k

k
k

k
k

2φ k
φ k

V

U

X

V

P

Y

Y

V

µ

V

R

X

Riθ

Y

(12)

Energy equation:

U

X

V

Y

P R

X

(13)

Y

The Grashohf, Reynolds, Richardson and Prandtl
numbers in the above equations are defined as:

Gr

k
k

V

(9)
Ri

gβH Th

T

V H

Re

Gr
Re

Pr

α

Using the dimensionless variables
Dimensionless boundary conditions are as follow:
X

x
H

y
H

Y
p
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θ

ρV

u
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v
V

V

at X

0 ,

0

T
T

Y
U 0
1 or V
θ 0

1 : V

the governing equations are written in the
at X

dimensionless form:

1 ,0

Y

Continuity equation:
∂V
∂Y

∂U
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U

U
X

V

0 ,0

X

1

at Y

1 ,0

X

1

U

P

Y

X

∂θ
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U

x-momentum equation:

U

at Y
(10)

0

µ
R

U
X

U 0
1 or V
θ 1

1 : V

V

∂θ
∂Y

1

1

0
0

V

0
0

U
Y

(11)

Nusselt number on the vertical hot wall is
calculated as follows:
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Nu

k
k

∂θ
∂X

chosen 0.3, 0.3, and 0.5, respectively. The
X

(14)

Finally, the average Nusselt number is determined
from:

Nu

Nu y dy

convergence criterion of the numerical method was
chosen as the total normalized.

3.1. Code Validation

(15)
In this study, the non-uniform grid which is
finer in vicinity of verticals walls has been used in
order to increase the accuracy of the results. To
reach grid independency, the various grids (21×21,
41×41, 61×61 and 81×81) have been tested for
φ=0.08 and Ri = 10.
1
21×21
41×41
61×61
81×81

0.9
0.8
0.7

Fig. 1. Physical model and co-ordinates for two cases:
(a) Case I; (b) Case II.
Y

0.6

3. Numerical method

0.5
0.4
0.3

The governing non-linear equations together

0.2

with the boundary conditions were solved by

0.1

iterative numerical method using the finite volume
technique. The hybrid scheme, which was a
combination of the central difference scheme and
the upwind scheme, was used to discretize the
convection terms. A staggered grid system, in
which the velocity components were stored
midway between the scalar storage locations, was
used. In order to couple the velocity field and
pressure in the momentum equations, the wellknown SIMPLER (semi-implicit method for
pressure-linked equations revised) algorithm was
adopted. Grid independency test was performed for
a sample case. The set of linear algebraic equations
was solved using TDMA (Three Diagonal Matrix
Algorithm). The under-relaxation factors for Uvelocity, V-velocity, and energy equations were

0
-0.3 -0.25 -0.2 -0.15 -0.1 -0.05 0

U

0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3

Fig. 2. Grid independence test for case I, Ri = 10, Ar =
1 and φ = 0.08: x-velocity distribution in the vertical
mid-plane.

Fig. 2 shows U-velocity profile in the vertical
mid-plane. Based on the figure, the grid size of
61 61 is adequately appropriate and economical to
ensure a grid independent solution.
Fig. 3 presents comparison between the present
results and those of Talebi et al. [7]. It is obvious
that two sets of results coincide with good
accuracy. In addition, Table 1 compares the
average Nusselt number on the hot wall obtained
by the present study with that of some previous
studies in the similar problem.
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Table 1. Average Nusselt number on the hot wall:
comparison between the present work and data of some
previous references.

Present work
Khanafer et al
[13]
Barakos and
Mitsoulis [14]
Markatos and
Pericleous [15]
De Vahl Davis
[16]
Fusegi et al [17]

Ra=103

Ra=104

Ra=105

Ra=106

1.125

2.242

4.514

8.79

1.118

2.245

4.522

8.826

1.114

2.245

4.51

8.806

1.108

2.201

4.43

8.754

1.118

2.243

4.519

8.799

1.052

2.302

4.646

9.012

4. Results and discussion
The present study is carried out for pure-water
and copper-water nanofluid. The aspect ratio, Ar,
considered as the ratio of H/L takes three different
values: 0.25, 1.0 and 4.0. The Richardson number,
Ri, is varied as 0.1, 1, and 10. To vary Ri, Grashof
number is fixed at Gr = 104. The thermo physical
properties of fluid and solid are shown in Table 2.
The discussion is established on two cases: Case I
and Case II. In case I, the left wall is moving
upwards while the right wall moves downwards. In
case II, the vertical walls are moving in opposite
direction of case I.
Fig. 4 shows streamlines and isotherms for
various aspect ratios and Ri numbers for both
nanofluid (Cu-water) and pure water as the base
Fig. 3. Average Nusselt number on the cold wall:
comparison between the present results and results of
Talebi et al. [7]

Although there are some differences, the obtained
results are in good agreement with the reference
results.

fluid in case I. It is noted that forces due to the
moving walls and the buoyancy forces act in the
opposite directions in case I. At Ri = 0.1, where
forced convection is dominant, for Ar = 1 and 4, a
primary recirculation zone is formed, while for Ar
= 0.25, two recirculation zones are created within
the enclosure with its core being near the lid walls.
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Table 2. Thermophysical properties of water and
copper.
Fluid
Solid
Property
phase (water)
phase (Cu)
Cp
Ρ
K
Β

4179
997. 1
0.6
2.1×10-4

383
8954
400
1.67×10-5

predominant compared to forced convection. At Ar
= 4, isotherms clearly show two thermal boundary
layer near the isotherm walls. In contrary to the
forced convection cases, these gradients are found
near bottom of the hot wall and top of the cold
wall.
Fig. 5 shows the streamlines and the isotherms
for various aspect ratios and Ri numbers for both
nanofluid and pure water as the base fluid in case

comparable with forced convection, streamlines
show that the forced convection is significant for

II. It is noted that forces due to the moving lids aid
to the buoyancy forces in case II. At Ri = 0.1,
where forced convection is dominant, a primary

Ar<4, while free convection is prominent for Ar =
4. For Ar<4, in addition to two recirculation zones

recirculation zone is shaped for Ar>0.25. The axis
of the primary cells orients with increasing Ri

formed near lid walls, a recirculation cell in midzone of enclosure is also formed due to
strengthening of free convection. At Ri = 10, the

particularly for Ar = 1 and Ri = 1. For Ar = 0.25,
two recirculation zones are shaped near the lid

At Ri = 1, where the natural convection is

streamlines show that free convection is
predominant. Two thin cells are shaped near the lid
walls, while a primary recirculation zone is shaped
in mid-zone of the enclosure. The comparison
between pattern of streamlines for base fluid and
nanofluid shows slight differences.
The isotherm patterns for Ri = 0.1 show that the
thermal boundary layer formed near isothermal

walls, that they extend to the central zone of the
enclosure by increasing Ri. This behavior is due to
strengthening of free convection forces and aiding
effect of forced convection on free convection.
Isotherms show that the temperature gradient near
the isothermal walls become more sever when Ri
decreases especially for Ar>0.25. It is because of
increasing the effect of forced convection in heat
transfer as a main mechanism of heat transfer. At

walls is thinner for higher Ar and therefore, the
temperature gradient is significant for higher Ar. It

high Ri, forced convection weakens and thus, heat
transfer
decreases.
Consequently,
thermal

indicates that the forced convection which is
dominant in low Ri gives better heat transfer in
higher Ar. Such high temperature gradient is also

boundary layers become thicker and thermal
layering is formed in central zone of the enclosure.

found for Ar = 4 and Ri = 1 which shows forced
convection is strength compared to free
convection. These temperature gradients in two
latest cases are mainly found near top of the hot
and bottom of the cold walls.
Due to strengthening of free convection at Ar =
1 and Ri = 1, two slightly dense temperature zones
are created where the central recirculation cells are
formed. When Ri = 10, free convection is

Fig. 6 and 7 show average Nusselt number
(Nuavg) calculated on the hot wall for case I and
case II, respectively. By increasing the volume
fraction of nanoparticles, Nuavg increases. For Ar
= 0.25, the value of Nuavg is less than 1.

G. A. Sheikhzadeh et al./ JNS 1 (2012) 44-53
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by increasing volume fraction of nanoparticles.
This is not only due to less strength of free
convection compared to forced convection, but
also opposite effect of forced convection on free
convection in case I.

Fig. 4. Streamlines and isotherms for case I with various
aspect ratios and Ri (solid lines: pure water and dashed
lines: nanofluid with φ=0.08).

By increasing Ar, Nuavg increases due to
extending and strengthening recirculation cells. For
case I, the value of Nuavg for Ri = 0.1 is more than
that of Ri = 10 especially at Ar = 4 where
convection strength is significant. This is because
of vigorous strength of forced convection at Ri =
0.1 and thus, heat transfer increases. However, free
convection heat transfer is dominant at Ri = 10;
Nuavg cannot increase as much as that of Ri = 0.1

Fig. 5. Streamlines and isotherms for case II with
various aspect ratios and Ri (solid lines: pure water and
dashed lines: nanofluid with φ=0.08).

For case II, forced convection has an aiding
effect on free convection and therefore, at Ri = 10
where free convection is dominant, the value of
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Nuavg is more than that of case I. The value of

3-

Nuavg for Ri = 0.1 is also more than that of Ri=10
especially at Ar = 4; only exception of that is Ar =

temperature gradients are formed near the top of
the hot wall and bottom of the cold wall; while,

0.25.

such gradients are found near bottom of the hot
wall and top of the cold wall when free convection

When forced convection is dominant, the

is dominant.
4By increasing Ar, Nuavg increases due to
extending and strengthening recirculation cells.
5The variation of average Nusselt number
with increasing the volume fraction
nanoparticles, is linear in two cases.
Fig 6. Average Nusselt number on the hot wall versus
volume fraction of nanoparticles for various aspect
ratios and Ri numbers in case I.

of
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